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DESCRIPTION
Ever since the kitchen has opened up and increasingly become the hub of the home, there has been the question of 
what to do with tthe things you need every day but don‘t want to see? Often, smart city appartments or new homes 
don‘t have a basement any more. Added to this: do people really want to go down into the basement any more today 
to do the washing, iron or fetch food? 

This gave us the idea of the multifunctional utility room. By this, we don‘t mean a storage room but a perfectly planned 
work area for washing, keeping provisions and other items, recycling and preparing things. 

A room that‘s pleasant to work in and geared entirely to suit the user‘s behaviour. This is where form follows function 
and provides clever solutions covering all aspects of housekeeping.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

NOVA | LAMINATED FRONT, AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS
Durable fronts with high quality melamine resin coating.

Front thickness: 19 mm
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OPEN SHELF TALL UNIT FOR WAS-
HING MACHINE AND/OR TUMBLE 
DRYER
Washing machine and tumble dryer 
can be stacked inside the tall unit: 
this creates space even in the smal-
lest room.

TALL LAUNDRY SORTING UNIT
Due to the openings, laundry can be 
divided  perfectly– according to de-
gree or colour –  and hidden behind 
the door. 

OPEN SHELF TALL UNIT WITH HAN-
GING RAIL AND LAUNDRY HOLDER
Everything can be stored in a spa-
ce-saving manner. The lower pull-
out offers the possibility to dry small 
things and trousers. The metal shelf 
protects against moisture.


